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SUMMER GAMES: Orientation Leaders
led group activities and games as they
welcomed frst-year students during inperson Orientation this past summer.
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Shared Purpose
and Passion
•••••••••••••••
THIS SEMESTER, we

returned to campus in person as
a community of scholarship and faith dedicated
to learning and growing together. Walking on our
beautiful campus, one can feel the renewed life
and energy all around. I witnessed this frsthand at
Family Weekend and Homecoming, where students,
alumni and families gathered and celebrated after
a long hiatus of on-campus activities.

Another celebration where we gathered recently was
in honor of Deb Salvucci, longtime professor of business
administration and founding dean of the Leo J. Meehan
School of Business, as she retires after 37 years of dedication
to the College. Deb was recognized not only for her
signifcant contributions to our business program, but also
for her enduring mentorship of students and alumni.
The myriad ways that the Stonehill community comes
together with shared purpose and passion—from the
College’s earliest days through now—to build a more just,
equitable and compassionate world are explored in this issue.
Seventy years ago, 19 women were admitted as students,
and Stonehill became coeducational [p. 20]. We continue
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to break barriers for women on campus even as recently as
this past May, when we welcomed Olympic gold medalist
Tara Watchorn as the frst head coach of the new women’s
ice hockey team [p. 30].
Another major milestone for the College is the 25th
anniversary of the Stonehill Undergraduate Research
Experience (SURE) program [p. 14]. This summer, 63
students worked closely with faculty, researching spring
bloom in the Gulf of Maine, mental health treatment and
genetic ancestry testing—just to name a few of the projects.
“SURE helps students build confdence in themselves to
do things they never thought they could do,” says program
founder Professor Louis Liotta. More than 700 students
and 100 faculty members have participated in SURE over
the years—studying, researching and presenting innovative
solutions to some of the greatest challenges of our time.
Current students and faculty are not the only ones leading
transformative change in the world. At a Board of Trustees
meeting, Liz Hayden ’76 learned of the idea for a Center for
the Study of Race, Ethnicity, and Social Justice at Stonehill.
Liz shares her profound story of love and tragedy—and
her journey of healing. Most recently, she gave a gift to
establish an endowed academic chair in her husband’s
memory [p. 8]. The James E. Hayden Chair for the Study of
Race, Ethnicity, and Social Justice will lead the College’s effort
for a more equitable world. “I know he would be honored
by this bold idea to address diversity and inequity and to
promote social justice at Stonehill and beyond,” says Liz.
Liz’s generosity embodies the spirit of the To Be BOLD
campaign, which seeks to make an impact on the Stonehill
community through student opportunities, faculty excellence
and academic innovation. Learn more about the campaign
by visiting tobebold.stonehill.edu.
And thank you for being a part of Stonehill. Whether you
graduated 70 years ago or last year, you remain a cherished
member of this beloved community always.
Sincerely in Holy Cross,

Rev. John Denning, C.S.C
President
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Communications
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Then and Now
• •••••••••••••••••
IN THE FALL of 1961, Cardinal O’Hara Hall
opened as a dormitory for male students. The
building underwent renovations to become
coeducational in September 1993, alleviating
overcrowding and housing issues on
campus. Now in its 60th year, O’Hara houses
approximately 250 frst-year students. Meghan
Sambrook ’25, who moved into the basement
level this past August, notes, “When I arrived,
I was nervous that it would be difcult to
meet friends and live with a roommate, but it
was the opposite. After spending the frst few
nights in O’Hara, I met so many friends. Every
day, it feels more like home.”
MEETING PLACE First-year classmates Naomi Lin, Kara Smail, Meghan
Sambrook and Jake O’Brien sit on a rock wall outside of O’Hara, where
there was once a driveway.

SUMMER
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Heard
on the Hill

Afternoon
Commute
•••••••••••••••
AROUND 4 P.M. on a sunny
October day, students
hustled around campus.
A few took a quick
break to tell us what
they were up to.

•••••••••••••••••••••
SUMMER JOB

Ellen Jones ’22, a student employee in the
Alumni Engagement Ofce and vice president
of the Student Alumni Association, sorted
through hundreds of school supplies that
were donated by alumni and friends for the
annual Back-to-School Backpack Project.
More than 500 backpacks were stufed and
distributed to schools in need.

What are you riding?
“Scooters with larger
wheels—they help you
get to class when time
is tight, plus they’re
fun!”—Koden Davis ’22
[left] and Taylor Autiello ’22

The Call of Matthew

Where are you
going? “Just
came from class,
now headed to
du Lac.” —Charity
Schultz ’23

A bronze statue depicting
the moment at which Jesus
inspires Matthew, a tax
collector, to follow him
now sits at the entrance of
the Leo J. Meehan School of
Business. A gift in memory
of Paul G. Sgarzi ’73, the
statue includes a table and
bench that were milled and
constructed by Facilities
Management from a cedar
of Lebanon tree taken
down near Donahue Hall.

What are you
listening to?
“‘Sunday Best’
by Surfaces.”
—Jeremiah
Milord ’22

“In 7 days, it’ll be the frst gameday
in 658 days, 658 DAYS. Let that sink in!
Bloomsburg week, let’s go.”—Skyhawk Kicker
Kyle Gilman ’23, tweeting about the return of football after the
pandemic disrupted the team’s previous season.

Wall Art

Storm ’23
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What are you
drinking?
“A medium
French vanilla
iced cofee!”
—Samantha
Katz ’25

“One of the NEW
ADDITIONS to
our Capital Markets
room!”—Instagram post

What are you
studying? “Financial
Accounting.
I have an exam
tomorrow.”
—Chloe Hannan ’25

11111

This hoodie is
currently the
MOST POPULAR
ITEM among

students. —According

Sinking In

What are you
eating? “A
festa bowl
from Gigi’s
Café.”—Tyler

Hoodie Love

from @scifgroup. Logo created by
Professor Michael Mullen.

to Sharice Johnson, assistant
manager of the Skyhawk Shop.

Everything but the Sink
Who remembers the
sink and mirror combo
in The Sem rooms?
This past summer, The
Sem underwent some
renovations, but the
sinks and mirrors remain
intact for now. Share
your favorite memory
of The Sem by emailing
klawrence@stonehill.edu.
SUMMER
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Faculty Spotlight
Most impactful teaching moment:

Encountering historical sites in Europe, such
as Majdanek and Auschwitz, with students
and colleagues, often as part of a Learning
Community course. Students describe such
an experience as life changing.
As dean of the May School of Arts & Sciences,
one of my goals is: To provide the means for

our Stonehill community to be enriched ever
more deeply in research and learning.
Historical event that most interests me: The
Holocaust—humanity’s inhumanity exposed
frsthand and the failure of Christianity to
confront it.
Something surprising that I discovered
in my research: Accepted historical truths

debunked. When one digs enough into the
archives, alleged facts are disproved. Historian
after historian, including Sir Martin Gilbert,
has propagated the myth that Cardinal
Michael von Faulhaber of Munich sent a
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

“When one digs enough
into the archives, alleged facts
are disproved.”—Fr. Kevin Spicer, C.S.C.,
dean of the May School of Arts & Sciences,
on conducting research
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Living History
••••••••••••••••••••••
COMMITTED TO ENRICHING the student experience, Professor
of History Kevin Spicer, C.S.C. ’87 has taken his classes to
historical sites abroad, has collaborated with colleagues to
expand course oferings in the History Department and has
worked to highlight the skills that history majors bring to
the job market. Recently appointed dean of the Thomas and
Donna May School of Arts & Sciences, Fr. Spicer now plans
to further cultivate the research and learning opportunities
available to the Stonehill community. Author of numerous
books and articles, he has researched extensively the
relationship between the Roman Catholic Church and the
German state under National Socialism. Here, Fr. Spicer shares
a memorable teaching moment, a discovery from his research
and the artwork he has in his ofce.
6
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truck to assist Munich’s Jewish community
in moving precious religious items from the
main synagogue before its destruction, in
June 1938. In reality, Faulhaber never acted
so altruistically. Instead, the archdiocese only
sent a truck to pick up the synagogue’s organ,
which it had purchased, knowing full well
that the synagogue would be demolished a few
days later.
Best memory of my student days: During my
senior year, Associate Dean Paul Gastonguay
and Professor Judith Sughrue encouraged me
to apply to the internship abroad program.
My internship at Lambeth Palace in London
introduced me to the area of history—church
and state under National Socialism—that I
have studied ever since. I want our Stonehill
students to be able to have similar experiences.
Quote that inspires me: “Beloved, let us
love one another, because love is from God;
everyone who loves is born of God and knows
God.” (1 John 4:7)
In my ofce, I have: Artwork depicting
St. Francis blessing creation and all of us.

Girls Get Math
••••••••••••••••••••••
NORMALLY, YOU MIGHT DUNK a
donut in your cofee. But did
you know that using math,
you can turn a cofee mug into
the shape of a donut without
breaking it?
This past July, 17 high school
students learned about the experiment
—and topology, the mathematical
principle that explains it—while on
campus as part of our frst-ever class of
GirlsGetMath@Stonehill scholars.
The competitive fve-day program,
developed at Brown University in
2014, is meant to address longstanding
opportunity gaps in math education—
an area with documented gender,
income and racial disparities in
collegiate, graduate and post-graduate
degree attainment.
In 2019, educators from across the
country applied for the opportunity
to expand the program to their
campus, and Assistant Professor
of Mathematics Leyda Almodóvar
Velázquez led one of four winning
applications, earning a grant to bring
the program to Stonehill.
Almodóvar knows how important
a supportive environment is to success
in math. While she was growing up in
Puerto Rico, her mother, an engineer,
encouraged Almodóvar to follow
in her footsteps. She sees the positive
reinforcement from her parents as
a difference-maker that many kids
may not have. With that in mind,
Almodóvar worked to ensure that the
program was attended by students
who love math but might not have that
same supportive environment.
“We’re not requesting transcripts—
we ask for a letter from students’ high
school teachers describing why they’re
excited about math,” says Almodóvar.
“I’m more interested in helping lowincome and disadvantaged students
that truly want to learn but don’t have
as many resources. When you focus on
interest rather than academic prowess,

you help ensure that this isn’t a program
just for students that already have
access to the tools to get into college.”
Open to students entering 10th
or 11th grade, regardless of gender,
GirlsGetMath fosters a deeper interest
in math through hands-on activities,
interactive lectures and daily computer
labs. This summer at Stonehill—
with support from mathematics
professors Jane HyoJin Lee, who
also co-organized the program, and
Janelle Hammond as well as teaching
assistants Katherine Griffn ’21 and
Jenna Goldberg ’23—attendees learned
how to modify color in images using
mathematical code, toured labs
and learned about college-level science
and math course work. They also
solved puzzles involving cryptography,

worked on a probability activity, and
learned how recommendation systems,
such as Netfix, work.
The program, which will run again
next summer, is meant not only to
educate students and close opportunity
gaps, but also to build a long-term
support system for students who want
to pursue a mathematics education.
“We wanted to create a network so
that students had friends with similar
interests,” says Almodóvar. “We also
want to be mentors to these students
well beyond the program so that if they
have questions about college, they’re
able to reach out.”
The plan is for that network
of students to grow each year, and
over time, build into a culture shift in
mathematics-reliant professions.

FAVORITE SUBJECT “We’re
not requesting transcripts—
we ask for a letter from
students’ high school
teachers describing why
they’re excited about math,”
says Assistant Professor
of Mathematics Leyda
Almodóvar Velázquez about
GirlsGetMath applicants.
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Journeying
through
Love
and Loss

After losing her husband, Jim ’76, on 9/11,
Liz Hayden ’76 lost her faith and then found it
in surprising ways. She shares how the experience
shaped her desire to give back in honor of
Jim’s memory. BY MARTIN MCGOVERN
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B

oarding United Airlines Flight 175
on the morning of September
11, 2001, James Hayden ’76 was
days away from a silver wedding
anniversary with his classmate
and college sweetheart Elizabeth
(Fox) Hayden ’76.
Later that morning, fve
hijackers crashed Jim’s plane
into the South Tower of the
World Trade Center in New York City, killing all on board.
What should have been a time of celebration for the
inseparable couple became one of horror.
In many ways, Jim and Liz’s love story was shaped by
Stonehill—where they met, grew together, formed ideas
and opinions, and later got married. They carried these
lessons throughout their lives as they had children and
raised their family.
When tragedy struck on 9/11, Liz, her daughter
Elizabeth ’04, a Stonehill sophomore at the time, and
her son, John, experienced immense sufering and pain.
What followed for Liz was a journey to redefne meaning,
restore faith and hope, and ultimately fnd a way to
honor Jim and his life’s legacy.

SHE LIKED that Jim had “a gentle
sense of humor. There’d be a tilt of
the head and a smile that was
emblematic of something he said.”

A Gentle Sense
Jim and Liz met during their freshman year at Orientation. Liz
frst noticed their height diferential. “He was tall and lanky,
six foot, three, whereas I was fve, three.” She liked that Jim
had “a gentle sense of humor. There’d be a tilt of the head and
a smile that was emblematic of something he said.”
Dating all four years, they lived on campus—Boland Hall
and Chatham House for Liz and O’Hara Hall and Georgetown
House for Jim. “This will sound very boring, but we spent a lot
of time in the old Cushing-Martin Library. Friday night would
be Brother Mike’s, and Jim often came over to Boland to hang
out there,” she recalls. “In junior year, when Jim had a car,
we’d go down to Newport and walk the beach. Sometimes
we’d go to George’s Café on Belmont Street in Brockton or
occasionally to Jack in the Box on Main Street.”

10
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Failing Grades
The couple’s academic paths never overlapped. “It
would not have been good for us to be in the same
class, as we were competitive on that front.”
Liz was surprised at how unprepared Jim was
academically for college. She explains that Jim had
come from an urban public high school where
he was able to do well with little efort but lacked
fundamentals in college writing.
“First semester, freshman year, as we were headed
across campus, we ran into Jimmy Hayden,
a sophomore, who handed Jim a notice and said,
‘I think this is meant for you.’ It was a mid-semester
academic warning from the Registrar’s Ofce. The
warning was heeded, and Jim pulled of decent
grades. Fortunately, in those days, your freshman
GPA did not count. Thank goodness.” By the start of
sophomore year, Jim became serious, taking of in
business as an accounting major.
Initially, Liz considered sociology, with the idea
of possibly becoming a social worker. She eventually
declared child development as her major, leading
to a career in education.

Guiding Prayer

Faculty and Holy Cross religious played an important
part in their student lives. Liz fondly recalls breakfasts
with Campus Minister Rev. John McCarthy, C.S.C. in the
old Student Union Building.
“In my four years as a student, I don’t think I missed
more than a handful of those breakfasts. Fr. McCarthy
was a great mentor and role model,” says Liz. He
introduced her to the Prayer of St. Francis—which
remains “the prayer” for her. She has relied on the
opening lines, “Lord, make me an instrument of Your
peace. Where there is hatred, let me sow love.”
Rev. Thomas Feeley, C.S.C. was one of Jim’s favorite
professors. “There was the ever-present cheerfulness
of Fr. Feeley and a gentleness as well. Jim shared
those qualities—ones that are not often present in senior
management, but ones that served Jim well in his career as
he treated all his co-workers with honor and respect.”

Life-Changing Lessons
“Even prior to my own experiences with the topic on 9/11,
perhaps my most meaningful course was Death, with
Professor of Religious Studies Peter Beisheim. While I was
at Stonehill, my brother lost a child, and given that context,
the course resonated. I loved it.”
In a class called Man the Unknown, with then Professor of
Religious Studies Bartley MacPháidín, C.S.C. ’59, Liz studied
Viktor Frankl’s memoir of life in Nazi death camps and lessons
for spiritual survival, Man’s Search for Meaning. “It was the most

signifcant book—it prompted
COURTSHIP AND
MARRIAGE: [From
me to really question values and
top] Jim and Liz at her
purpose in life,” she notes.
sister’s wedding. The
In a U.S. history class, she
couple at their Stonehill
graduation. On their
learned that just knowing the
wedding day, Jim and
facts was not enough, as Professor
Liz pose in front of The
James Kenneally expected
Chapel of St. Joseph,
The Worker in The Sem.
students “to consider confict
and consensus and how to hold
ideas in juxtaposition to each other and being able to fnd
pragmatic resolutions that may not be perfect but are still
benefcial to others.”

Golden Times
After graduation and marriage, Liz and Jim both quickly got
jobs, she as a teacher at Chelmsford Public Schools, and Jim
at Deloitte, Haskins and Sells.
“We were golden. Both employed, we rented an
apartment in Canton at the base of the Blue Hills for $150
a month. We had Elizabeth in 1982 and John in 1984. We
were a close, loving family. Jim traveled a lot for work, and
we lived in England for several years in the early ’90s.”
Busy careers notwithstanding, dining at the table as a
family was a nightly event for the Haydens. “With homework
fnished, we enjoyed being together. It was a time to catch
up, a real social element. Jim was a great listener,” she recalls.
“With the children, he wasn’t dogmatic or judgmental.
He had a knack for asking questions that made them think.”

September 11, 2001
The vice president and CFO of Netegrity, a Waltham
computer company, Hayden, 47, rose early on September
11, 2001, for a business trip to Los Angeles to meet with
investors.
That morning, the Hayden household had a predictable
work and school routine, as Jim prepared to travel, and Liz
had a ffth-grade class to teach.
Within two hours, while at the photocopier at her school,
a colleague said to Liz, “We are at war.” And in minutes, Liz
saw the indelible images on television.
“My instant reaction was, ‘It’s Jim’s plane.’ Immediately,
I rejected the thought. Being the analytic type, I considered,
‘What is the probability, with all the planes fying across
America, that it would be Jim’s fight?’ During the next
confusing hours, word came through that Jim’s plane
couldn’t be located. I convinced myself that it must have put
down in Ontario.”
It took Liz an incredible amount of time to get over the
“absolute shock” of 9/11. Only many months later, when
she and the children went away on a planned vacation
during school break—and Jim did not fy in from a work
destination to be with them—did it begin to penetrate that
he was not coming home.

The James E. Hayden Chair
for the Study of Race, Ethnicity,
and Social Justice
WHEN LIZ HAYDEN ’76 heard the presentation at a Board of
Trustees meeting in 2019, the idea for a Center for the Study
of Race, Ethnicity, and Social Justice at Stonehill appealed
to her immediately because, as she recalls, “we can all be a
catalyst to create a more just and compassionate world.”
Conceived by a 33-member team of faculty and staf
led by Associate Professor of English Laura Scales as part
of a Bold Ideas for Academic Innovation and Excellence
initiative, the proposal recognized the need for greater
faculty diversity and for a more robust examination of race
and racism in the College’s curriculum.
“In a time of great inequality, sufering and
marginalization, we need to better understand these
challenges and how to cultivate social justice in response,
especially in the areas of diversity, equity and inclusion.
These matters must be addressed in our communities and in
the colleges and universities that we love. The Center gives
us a way of assessing what those challenges really are, and
that would have been Jim’s approach,” Liz says.
According to Provost and Vice President for Academic
Afairs DeBrenna LaFa Agbényiga, “The Hayden Chair will
lead the Center, which is located in the Martin Institute,
and it will be a home for innovative and interdisciplinary
teaching, research and public dialogue. With the
collaborative eforts of faculty and staf, the Center will seek
to diversify the faculty, infuse the study of race and ethnicity
into the curriculum, recruit and retain more students of
color, and create opportunities for interdisciplinary work in
the felds of race, ethnicity and social justice.”
A search is under way for a distinguished scholar who
will join the Stonehill faculty as the inaugural Hayden Chair
in the fall 2022. As Chair, that scholar will hold a tenured
faculty position and serve as director of the Center.
Three Faculty Fellows are working with a studentfaculty committee to plan the Center’s inaugural events.
The Hayden Family Lecture will be held in the 2022-2023
academic year.
The Faculty Fellows are Assistant Professor of Political
Science Anwar Mhajne, who specializes in international
relations and comparative politics, with a focus on gender,
religion and Middle Eastern politics; Assistant Professor of
Environmental Science Eric LeFlore, a wildlife ecologist and
conservation biologist specializing in community-based
solutions to human wildlife conficts in South Africa; and
Program Director in Latin American and Caribbean Studies
Kirk Buckman, who is also assistant professor of political
science, specializing in comparative politics and political
economy.
An interdisciplinary cluster hire of at least three tenuretrack faculty members with scholarly expertise in U.S. and
comparative studies of race, ethnicity and social justice will
follow the appointment of the Hayden Chair. These faculty
hires will allow intentional and coordinated planning of
curricular innovation across disciplines.

12
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Having It Out With God
Refecting on the 20th anniversary of 9/11, Liz says, “There
is a pit in my stomach. Every year it rolls around, I tend to
tell myself that it will be like any other day, but it never is.
It is hard.”
In the wake of that loss, Liz found that her religious
faith, which had been so nourished during college, had
been severely tested, indeed fractured. As she once wrote,
“The God of my childhood died on September 11.”
Given the role that faith had played in her and Jim’s lives,
the doubt she experienced after 9/11 taxed and challenged
Liz. In response, she read insatiably, exploring diferent
philosophers and theologians on meaning and purpose in life.
“I wanted to have it out with God and really struggled
with it. I kept reading because I wanted to fnd the answer,
and if I could fnd one somewhere in these books, then I
thought I could get over this hurdle,” she recalls of her grief.
Looking for answers in books ultimately didn’t work
for Liz. What did make a diference, she notes, was the
“loving-kindness” of so many people—at Stonehill, at
Harvard Elementary School, where she taught ffth-grade
mathematics, and even from new acquaintances who found
ways to guide her.

Barry, the author of With an Everlasting Love: Developing
an Intimate Relationship with God. In conversations with
him, she mentioned her interest in volunteering. He
suggested she take the Orange Line down to Jamaica Plain
to visit Nativity Preparatory School, a Jesuit middle school
serving boys of all faiths from low-income families residing
in Boston.
And there, Liz fell into open arms.
For close to a decade, she taught students, mentored
teachers, developed curriculum and worked on special
projects at Nativity.

I“WANTED TO HAVE IT OUT WITH GOD
and really struggled with it. I kept reading
because I wanted to fnd the answer, and
if I could fnd one somewhere in these
books, then I thought I could get over this
hurdle,” Liz recalls of her grief.

Healing Over Time
“I came to feel that God was putting people in my
pathway that were meant to be there for me. They were so
empathetic—there in front of me, helping me,” she notes.
In particular, she points to the care and consideration she
received from many members of the Stonehill community,
including then President Mark Cregan, C.S.C. ’78, current
President John Denning C.S.C., who at that time was director
of Campus Ministry, Campus Minister Genaro Aguilar, C.S.C.,
Dean of Academic Administration James Lee, Professor
of Accounting Debra Salvucci, and Sr. Jeanmarie Gribaudo,
C.S.J. ’87.
“The way they took care of my daughter, Elizabeth, was
such a burden of my shoulders, a relief. I knew she was in
good hands. Because of that environment and their support,
she thrived there,” she says.
Healing her damaged relationship with God and
regaining abiding faith took time. Throughout that ongoing
process, she kept returning to her years at Stonehill, where
she had learned to question and see parts of the whole.
“Life has a way of bringing abstractions to reality.
When the hijackers took my husband’s life, along with
2,996 individuals, I was shattered. The essential questions
I had pondered during my college years were no longer
abstractions but a reality that tested my core beliefs,” she says.

Take The Orange Line
As part of her lengthy quest, Liz attended a weeklong silent
retreat where she met Jesuit spiritual director Rev. William

“The staf of that school embraced me. I absolutely loved
being with the kids,” she says. “It opened my eyes to the
world and the sufering of so many people. Although I have
had immense tragedy, I also have had immense blessings.”

Full Circle
For Liz, this idea of experiencing both tragedy and blessing
relates back to being a student in Fr. MacPháidín’s class,
where she studied meaning and purpose in life.
“It came full circle for me. We always have a choice, and
we should live intentionally, aware of the decisions or choices
we make,” she says.
This is why she decided to make a $2 million gift to
establish an endowed academic chair in Jim’s memory at
Stonehill. The Hayden Chair will lead the College’s bold push
for a more equitable world through its new Center for the
Study of Race, Ethnicity and Social Justice. (For more on the
chair and the Center, see sidebar on page 12.)
“I did not want to succumb to hate. Wanting to prove
good could overcome evil, I resolved to fght for justice and
to create a more humane world,” Liz explains.
“Jim was an optimist and a man of peace. His perspective
was global. Perceptive and with good judgement, he
had an ability to bring people together and to engender
trust,” says Liz. “If he gave you his word, you could rely on
it. I know he would be honored by this bold idea to address
diversity and inequity and to promote social justice at
Stonehill and beyond.”
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BY KIM LAWRENCE
PHOTOGRAPHED BY NICKI PARDO

P

LOUIS LIOTTA
has always learned
best by doing. When
he was an undergraduate
chemistry major at Penn
State, he participated
in research that, in turn,
informed his education and
career path. “Just taking
courses in a subject area is
like only having practices
for a sport but never
getting to play the game,”
says Liotta, when describing
the signifcance of research
at the undergraduate level.
“Research in the feld is
getting to play the game.”
ROFESSOR
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learning by doing
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This is what inspired Liotta to
establish the Stonehill Undergraduate
Research Experience (SURE) in 1996.
Now in its 25th year, the program
has paired more than 700 student
researchers with faculty mentors
for eight to 10 weeks each summer,
across a variety of disciplines, to
conduct publishable research.
While the research often results
in conference presentations,
scholarly articles and book chapters,
Liotta cites another beneft of the
program: “SURE helps students build
confdence in themselves to do things
they never thought they could do.”
We hear from some of the SURE
teams, who spent this past summer
researching iminosugars, mental
health treatment, darkling beetles
and genetic ancestry testing.

RESEARCH: ORGANIC SYNTHESIS PROJECTS

RESEARCH:
HISTORY
OF MADNESS
IN NEW ENGLAND

MATTHEW KEEFE ’22
PSYCHOLOGY AND
PHILOSOPHY MAJOR
Exploring ruins: Researched local
abandoned or demolished mental
institutions, their history and the
overall history of how Massachusetts
“has dealt with mental illness,
conceptualized it, confned it and
treated it. I have spent many hours
exploring and photographing the
ruins of these places.”
Glossed over: “Most people are
aware that the history of ‘treatment’
of people with mental illness—and
the history of asylums, in general—is
terribly dark. Yet, I feel like it is
glossed over, and concrete details
are widely unknown.”

JOHN MEAWAD ’23
BIOCHEMISTRY MAJOR

MADISON MAIORANO ’23
BIOCHEMISTRY MAJOR

CLAIRE THOMAS ’22
BIOCHEMISTRY MAJOR

LUDIMIRA RIBEIRO SILVEIRA ’22
BIOCHEMISTRY MAJOR

Timely research: Studied the
organic synthesis of a compound
called Galidesivir, a drug that
inhibits the function of enzymes
crucial to viral replication processes.
“Galidesivir’s antiviral strategy could
replace numerous pathogenspecifc drugs. This research has
become more prevalent, especially
during COVID-19, drawing attention
to the problems within the feld of
antiviral drug discovery.”

Natural sugar: Focused on
synthesizing eight stereoisomers of
an iminosugar, Casuarine. “Casuarine
is found naturally in various plants
and has been used in traditional
medicine to treat various diseases.”

Figuring out: How to synthesize
two tetrahydroxylated
pyrrolizidines—these molecules
have potential pharmaceutical uses
to treat diseases such as diabetes,
cancer and HIV. “I hope my research
helps in the development of drugs
that can ease people’s sufering.”

Potential treatment: Synthesized
four isomers of polyhydroxylated
indolizidine from available sugar,
L-Glucose. Indolizidine is a type
of iminosugar with the potential
to be used as a treatment against
Mycobacterium tuberculosis. “This
research allows me to practice what
I have learned in class.”

LEGO master: “As a kid, I was
obsessed with building LEGOs.
This passion of working to create
something—no matter how much
time was required—sparked my
interest in organic synthesis.”

Summer focus: “Summer research
allowed me to solely focus on
the chemistry without having to
deal with the stress of classes and
schoolwork, which gave me the
opportunity to fully delve into the
science.”

Lab connection: “I loved going to
the lab each day and being with
my labmates. Even when the
chemistry wasn’t going well, they
were always there for support.”

“Research in the feld is like
getting to play in the game.”

One-a-day: “My goal was to
complete one experiment per day,
but that didn’t always happen.
Sometimes an experiment takes
longer than expected, or you end
up losing part or all of your product,
so I had to be patient when a
reaction went wrong. I learned more
from the mistakes than from the
successful experiments.”

EDWARD MCGUSHIN
PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Critical history: Past SURE projects
in the feld of contemporary French
and European philosophy have
focused on topics such as the relation
between power and knowledge,
the role of history and language in
the way people think, and the means
by which people discover or invent
spaces of freedom and truth. “For this
project, we used the book of 20th
century French philosopher, Michel
Foucault, The History of Madness,
as a guide for a critical history of the
asylums and the mental hospitals
in New England.”
Field knowledge: ”The process of
genuine inquiry and discovery is
one of the most exciting intellectual
experiences someone can have—
especially when you are working
to contribute new knowledge to
your feld.”

—LOUIS LIOTTA, CHEMISTRY PROFESSOR AND SURE FOUNDER
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RESEARCH:
EFFECT OF LIGHT
POLLUTION ON
DARKLING BEETLE
BEHAVIOR AND
IMMUNE
FUNCTION

RESEARCH:
AN EXPLORATION
FOR GENETIC
ANCESTRY TESTING

QUENTIN ODOM-LEWIS ’23
BIOLOGY MAJOR
Beetle-mania: Darkling beetles, or
Zophobas morio, are referred to as “super
worms” in their larval stage. They are
native to Central and South America
and domesticated as a food source for
reptiles, so little is known about their
natural biology. “My research focused on
how light pollution afects their immune
function to gain a better understanding
of an organism that is largely unexplored.”

CHEYENNE ZINNKOSKO ’22
SOCIOLOGY MAJOR
Family tree: Examined the
reasons and motivations as to why
individuals choose to participate in
genetic ancestry testing and how
they refected upon their experiences
with it. “I interviewed a number of
people and heard so many intriguing
stories. I also challenged myself
to work as an actual sociologist or
anthropologist by conducting the
type of work they do in the feld.”

Sciencing: “In the lab, there was always
a lot going on. Dr. Bleakley referred to
it as a ‘science bomb that went of’—and
that was exactly what it was. It was
evident that all the researchers were,
in fact, ‘sciencing.’”

Surprise, surprise: “Coming out
of my shell to conduct interviews
really surprised me—it built my
confdence, and I’m grateful for it.”

BRONWYN HEATHER BLEAKLEY
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
Lights out: Light pollution—streetlights,
porch lights, billboards—has a widerange of documented efects on wildlife
behavior, from causing physiological
stress and interfering with foraging and
reproduction to disturbing migration.
“We investigated whether the exposure
to environmental light pollution afects
the ability of a large nocturnal beetle to
fnd a suitable habitat and if its immune
function, as an adult, is decreased as
a result of having experienced light
pollution while developing.”

ERICA TUCKER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
ANTHROPOLOGY
An idea: “While I was on sabbatical
in the spring of 2020, I began
doing research on genealogy as a
hobby—what motivates people, how
do they conduct research, what do
they do with what they learn? When
Cheyenne approached me about
doing a SURE project, we discussed
ancestry testing and how we could
explore it, and that’s how the project
came to be.”

Beyond the summer: “SURE allows
students and faculty to build close,
supportive relationships that last well
beyond the students’ time here at
Stonehill.”

TWENTY-FIVE SUMMERS OF SURE
IN OCTOBER, alumni, students, faculty and
staf of the SURE program gathered to
celebrate the program’s 25th anniversary at
a reception held in Donahue Hall. Chemistry
Professor Louis Liotta, the founder of SURE,
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was presented with an award to honor
his unwavering dedication to the program.
One of his favorite things about SURE,
he noted, is learning how research is
conducted in diferent disciplines.

Exploring identity: “I tend to mentor
students in projects that they design.
Many of my SURE students in the
past designed and implemented
projects that allowed them to explore
and fnd meaning in aspects of their
own identities and experiences.”
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in 1951, the college announced “momentous
decision” and became coeducational

W

SCANDURA ’55 was a sophomore
in high school, her mother
wrote a letter to Stonehill
President George Benaglia,
C.S.C., asking when women would be able to
attend the small college in Easton, her family’s
hometown. He responded that they would
consider it in a few years. By the time Scandura
graduated from high school in 1951, she was
among the frst 19 women who would attend
Stonehill that fall.

Seventy
Years of
Women

at stonehill
BY KIM
LAWRENCE

Entering as a transfer
student in 1951,
Luice Moncey ’53 was
the frst woman to
graduate from Stonehill.
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“I still have the letter,” Scandura
said during her oral history session
with the Stonehill Archives at
her 50th Reunion. “I applied to
Stonehill College and several
others and got accepted. I chose
my hometown because I loved the
atmosphere. It was wonderful.”
Admitting women was big
news. The front page of the May 4,
1951 edition of The Summit read,
“Announcement of Coeducational
Program Inaugurates New Era.”
The article noted that President
Francis Boland, C.S.C. “released to the press a momentous
decision that will rank high in the history of the college.”
Behind this decision was the College’s fnancial
situation. In the summer of 1950, the U.S. entered the
Korean War. With more men being drafted, colleges around
the country faced dwindling numbers of male applicants.
Stonehill, still in its infancy and dependent upon tuition,
could not aford a decline in its enrollment. As Rev. Richard
Gribble, C.S.C. writes in Fulflling a Dream, Stonehill College
1948-1998, “The presence of coeds at Stonehill was directed
not by the spirit of justice but by world events, when
the reality of need and survival triumphed over the staid
traditionalism of all-male Catholic colleges.”
The women who arrived at Stonehill included 17 frstyear students, one sophomore and one junior. They majored
in biology, English, history/government and economics.

Many commuted from their family homes, and some lived
in College-approved, local residences.
The Standard Times reported on the start of the school
year in an article dated September 18, 1951, noting
President Boland’s “warm welcome to the young women,
urging them to ‘feel at home.’” It also pointed out that
Stonehill was the second Catholic college in New England
to become coeducational, with Merrimack College having
admitted women students the previous year.
Luice Moncey ’53 was the junior; she had transferred
from the University of Massachusetts. Remembering
her frst experience at Stonehill, she said during her oral
history, “Because I was in all junior classes, I walked in,

“I applied to Stonehill College
and several others and got
accepted. I chose my
hometown because I loved
the atmosphere. It was
wonderful.”
— Dona (McManus) Scandura ’55

and there were no other girls, and there were a lot of
black robes, you know. The novitiates were there, too. I
went home and said to my mom, ‘There were no girls.
And I’m with a priest. And I’m taking logic. And ethics and
everything with priests there.’” Moncey became the frst
woman to graduate from Stonehill.
According to Stonehill Archivist Nicole (Tourangeau)
Casper ’95, to prepare for the arrival of women students,
the College converted the pool in what is now Alumni Hall
into bathroom facilities. The existing student lounge in
that building became coeducational and the upstairs area
became a student lounge for women.
As they enrolled in classes, the women also started to
change the campus culture—from sports and clubs to
dormitories and course oferings. Here, SAM shares some
milestones throughout the decades for women at Stonehill.
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milestones for women at stonehill throughout the decades
■12 :00 NOON
1

2 :00

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

4

2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Luncheon
Stonehill Campus
Last Senior Class Meeting
Science Building

P.M . . .. .. ....•.•

Solemn Benediction
3 :00 P .M . . . ••••..•....•.... Stonehill Gymnasium
REVEREND THOMAS C. DUFFY, C.S.C.
Celebrant

REVEREND JAMES J. SHEEHAN, C.S.C.
Deacon
REVEREND RICHARD H. SULLIVAN, C.S.C.
Sub-Deacon
REVEREND EDWARDS. SHEA, C.S.C.
Master of Ceremonies
SUNDAY, ]UNE SIXTH

3 :00

P.M •.•..•• .. • .. . .. .•

Conferring of Degrees

Inv ocation
THE MOST REVEREND RUSSELL J. MCVINNEY, D.D.
Bishop of the Diocese of Providence
Conferring of Degrees
VERY REVEREND FRANCIS J. BOLAND, C.S.C.
President of Stonehill College

3
5

Valedictorian
MARGARET A. M ULLANEY
Awarding of Prizes
REVEREND GEORGE P. BENAGLIA, C.S.C.
Vice-President, Stonehill College
Addresses to the Graduates
THE HONORABLE C. GERALD LUCEY
Mayor of Brockton, Massachusetts

THE MOST REVEREND RUSSELL J. MCVINNEY, D.D.
Bishop of the Diocese of Providence
Episcopal Blessing
THE MOST REVEREND RUSSELL J . M CVINNEY, D.D.
Bishop of the Diocese of Providence

-

1950s
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NEW STUDENTS In the fall
of 1951, 19 women were
admitted to Stonehill. Luice
Moncey ’53, who transferred
to Stonehill in her junior year,
was the College’s frst female
graduate. Margaret (Mullaney)
Panos ’54, the only woman
student in the Class of 1954,
delivered the valedictory
address at the June 6, 1954,
Commencement [PHOT0 1].
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-

1960s

IN THE CLASSROOM Mary
Elizabeth Reeves served
as the College’s frst dean
of women and was also
an instructor of English.
Assistant Professor of
Chemistry Maryalice
Moore was the frst female
faculty member with a
Ph.D. [PHOT0 2].
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ON THE COURT According
to Fulflling a Dream, a
coeducational basketball team
played three games in the
early ‘50s. In 1959, guided by
the dean of women Virginia
Yosgandes, a formal women’s
basketball team was created.
Later, in 1962, the frst director
of women’s athletics was hired,
Nancy Carroll, and Stonehill
joined the Greater Boston
Women’s Basketball League.

THE CROSIERS In her oral history,
Dona (McManus) Scandura ’55
recalls being a member of The
Crosiers Club, running up the
stairs of what is now Alumni Hall
to attend meetings on the second
foor. Organized for women, the
club coordinated the athletic,
social and religious activities of
coed life [PHOT0 3].
WRITING FOR THE SUMMIT

Ellen (Flaherty) Tennihan ’55
became the editor of The Summit.
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A DORM FOR WOMEN Boland
Hall, a dormitory for women,
was built in 1967. According to
an article in The Summit from
March 22, 1967, “the rooms
are set in a staggered pattern,
avoiding the stale uniformity
of the men’s dorm.”The
dorm was named for former
president Rev. Francis Boland,
C.S.C., in honor of his role in
admitting women to Stonehill
[PHOT0 4].

CURFEW, PANTS, DORM
COUNCIL According to The

Summit from September
20, 1967, the new dean
of women, Karen Haskell,
lifted curfew restrictions
for senior women living of
campus. Haskell remarked,
“A senior woman is an adult
and assumes complete
responsibility for herself.”
She also eased up on the
dress regulations, allowing

“slacks” to be worn at all
meals on Saturday and the
evening meal on Sunday.
In the article, Haskell also
announced that a dorm
council would be set up in
the women’s dormitory since
“women themselves should
be allowed to run their dorm
and decide their own policies.”

BOARD MEMBER The
Honorable Beatrice Mullaney
was the frst woman trustee.
She served from 1962 to
1979.
GIVING BACK Later in the
’60s, women students formed
the Donataire Society, a
new service organization on
campus [PHOT0 5].
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Information for this article obtained from the Stonehill Archives and from Fulflling A Dream: Stonehill College 1948-1998.
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by DIANE ~ZZULLA

1:faving been assigned to important a concern to them
wnte about the Women's Sup as .a: female student's leeling
port Group, I attended their of mtim1dation by a male faculty
Wedne~day meeting, October member. Their interesnnclude
1 ?th , with many questions and seeking improvements in the
mixed emotions. What exactly caf~!eria, considering pertinent .
· dot:s tht: group do? What are poht1cal questions and raising
their ObJectives? What · does the consciousness of women
the title "Women's Support in regard to themselves and
·
Group" mean? Who or what · others.
do these members suppart?
Tentative prejects for the
Furthermore, I knew. that if Group include a collaboration
they started a feminist chant with the Easton League of
proclaiming "Down with male Warnell. Voters . .Jointly these
chauvinist pigs," I would leave. groups may sponsor a series
By the conclusion of the meet of seminars in February about.
ing I had found the answers such topics as self-defense
to my questions.
•
career choices, political at'.
The
Women's
Group ternatives, and home-making
members represent a diverse options. The benefits would be
range of the Stonehill College considerable for Stonehill
community including students, and the Easton community .
faculty, and faculty , wives It would be an exceptional
Their common bond Is con: experience tor women who
cem, not just for women ex could meet and learn from
clusively but for all people. other women in diflerent stages
They transcend beyond the of their life. This collaboration
barriers of "male" and ·:remal" would also provide a viable
to "individuals." The problem relationship with the people ot
of a male student fe!:)ting re Easton, al<ilStip wtich as been

8

sentment toward a female lac•
uty member's a1llclsm Is ~t as
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1980s

1970s
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BASKETBALL The College

reintroduced women’s basketball,
after it was discontinued, in
1963. Paula Sullivan was hired
as the women’s basketball coach
in 1971 and then became the
athletic director in the early ’90s
[PHOT0 6].

WOMEN’S GROUP A Summit
article from October 31, 1979,
highlights the Women’s Group on
campus, noting, “Their interests
include seeking improvements
in the cafeteria, considering
pertinent political questions
and raising the consciousness of
women in regard to themselves
and others” [PHOTO 7].

-

S8(ly lackilg ll Stonehl's exist
ence.

1990s

2000s to Present
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FOCUS ON SPORTS In the
late ’70s and early ’80s, a task
force recommended that
more female athletes receive
scholarships. In 1979, women’s
soccer and volleyball teams
were established [PHOTO
8]. Women’s basketball
excelled, with conference
championships in 1983, 1985
and 1987.
COURSE WORK Women’s
studies courses were
incorporated into the new
General Studies Program.

CENTER FOR WOMEN According

to Fulflling a Dream, the
Maryalice Conley Moore Center
was established in 1994 to
“increase campus awareness
of such issues as sexual assault,
sexual harassment, career
options, age and gender bias,
safety and diversity.” The
Center was named in honor
of Professor of Chemistry
Maryalice Conley Moore, who
was a pioneer in her feld. Jean
Hamler, who served as the
frst director of Intercultural
Afairs and helped establish the
Center, recalls, “Programming
initiatives were student led. The
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center was open to all women
on campus and welcomed input
from students, faculty and staf.”
TEAMS AND CHAMPIONSHIPS

Field hockey and women’s
lacrosse teams held inaugural
seasons in the mid-1990s.
Women’s tennis won the NE-10
crown. Women’s basketball
competed in the NCAA Elite
Eight in both 1994 and 1995.
CLUB ACTIVITY To further

explore women’s issues, a
student club, the Organization
for the Study of Gender Issues,
was formed.

lllll lllllllllll lllllllllll lllllllllll lllllllllll lllllllllll lllllllllll

GENDER EQUITY The Moore

Center found a home in the
Student Union building and later
moved to the Martin Institute
and then Dufy Hall. Renamed
the Moore Center for Gender
Equity, the center hosts programs
throughout the year and is
open to students of all gender
identities.
MENTORSHIP IN FINANCE Part

of the Stonehill College Inspire
Finance Initiatives program,
LAUNCH, a mentorship program
for frst and second year women
interested in fnance, was
started. This led to the creation
of the Women in Finance club.
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ATHLETICS CONTINUES TO
GROW Under Coach Karen

Boen, women’s cross country
and track and feld won 19
Northeast-10 Conference
championships across the
three programs. The 2003
equestrian team won its frst
national title in the IHSA
Hunter Seat/Collegiate Cup. In
2003 and 2005, the women’s
lacrosse teams were NCAA
Division II national champions.
Women’s golf, swim and ice
hockey teams are established.
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COURSEWORK Taught by
Associate Professors of History
Linzy Brekke-Aloise and Karen
Teoh, a Learning Community,
the Global Struggle of Female
Education, examines the roles
of gender, race, politics and
religion in the global efort for
female educational civil rights.
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

Student groups and clubs
that focus on the interests
of and opportunities for
women are active on campus,
including Women’s Health and
Empowerment NOW (WHEN),
R.I.S.E. (Radiant Inspirational
Sisters Empowered), Her

11111111111111111111

Campus, She’s the First at
Stonehill, Women in STEM and
Girls from the Hill [PHOTO 10].
FORUMS AND SUMMITS In

2018, the inaugural Alumnae
Summit took place, a halfday conference providing
opportunities for alumnae to
connect and build a network
of support [PHOTO 11].
Turn to page 26 to read
insights from this year’s virtual
Alumnae Summit. Stonehill
has also hosted a Summit on
Women’s Leadership and Social
Justice Matters.

[PHOTO 9]
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1111111111 Alumni Community

alumnae leaders
share expertise
THE ANNUAL ALUMNAE SUMMIT brings together

women leaders and infuencers in a variety
of felds to share their experiences and expertise
with the Stonehill community. In 10 events
held virtually last March, alumnae from across
the decades engaged in meaningful conversations,
exchanged ideas and ofered thoughtful advice
and refections as well as practical tips on a broad
range of topics, from networking and interviewing
to social justice, passion projects and personal
wellness. Here is a snapshot of what we heard.

moving forward

Heather Abbott ’96, a survivor
of the Boston Marathon bombing
and an amputee who founded the
Heather Abbott Foundation to help
others who are living with limb loss,
delivered the Summit’s opening
address. Sharing her story of
recovery and resilience, she recalls,
“I made a decision—because I had
been doing a lot of ‘what ifs’ and ‘why mes.’ I began
to realize that I would never get answers to those questions.
I could keep asking them, but there really was no point.
So for me, the frst step in moving forward was to make
up my mind. I couldn’t change what had happened. I
recognized that I had to look ahead and look to the future
and move forward.”

on adulting

During a discussion on passion
projects, Asia (Ewing) Watson ’14
recalled how she’d listen to podcasts
while commuting to her job as
corporate relations manager at the
Greater Boston Community Food
Bank. At the same time, she was
planning a wedding, trying
to buy a house and fguring out her
retirement plan. “I had an epiphany because I was looking
for a podcast about adulting…[and thought] ‘I can do a
podcast about adulting.’” She reached out to good friend
and classmate Jareed Gaines ’13, and together they started
the Done with Adulting podcast. Of managing a very busy
schedule, she remarked, “Do not sacrifce sleep…that is the
most important thing about entrepreneurship, in my eyes.”
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value added

In a panel discussion on job recruiting,
Paula Koczera ’01, who works in
employer relations at the Harvard
Kennedy School, shared a piece of advice
for women reentering the workforce.
“You have value to add to a team, but you
have to make that case. Employers often
say that women sometimes focus on
what they don’t have in interviews. Spend
that valuable time talking about everything you do have because
you have so much to ofer!”

a woman in the white house

In a conversation about social justice,
allyship and mentorship, Cynthia
Cortijo-Rodriguez ’04, who works
for the New York City Department of
Education, refected on watching this
year’s Presidential Inauguration with her
young daughters. “They saw a woman
who resembled them in the White House,
and they felt empowered by that.
Their favorite quote from Kamala was: ‘I may be the frst woman
to hold this ofce, but I won’t be the last because every little girl
watching tonight sees that this is a country of possibilities.’”

ask for it all

Laura (Mitchell) Treonze ’96, chief life
strategist at LMT Consulting, participated
in a discussion on mentorship and worklife balance. When looking for a new job,
she encouraged women to advocate
for themselves. “We have these limiting
beliefs about what we can get in our next
position. And I’m saying, ‘Ask for all of it.’
Let them tell you no. Don’t assume that it’s too much to ask for.”

going through something

Closing the Summit, Mary Latham ’09
shared her More Good journey, capturing
stories of kindness across all 50 states
with the goal of creating a book for
hospital waiting rooms. A key takeaway
from staying in 154 homes and traveling
43,000 miles: “We’re all going through
something. Not only can I just say that…
when you actually stay with people for
three years who are going through something, you really see it…
It doesn’t matter what anyone looks like or what mask they have
on that day or how they are presenting themselves. We are all
going through something.”

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT

“I Wanted to
Get Involved”
•••••••••••••••••••••
AFTER GRADUATING from law
school a few years ago, Brian
Reilly ’11 fnally had some free
time for his other interests.
“I wanted to get involved, and
Stonehill is where I felt a deep
connection,” he recalls. “So
I sought out opportunities to
give back.”
Reilly frst joined the GOLD
(Graduates Of the Last Decade)
Committee and eventually
became part of the Alumni
Council, which led to his
involvement with the Alumni
Scholarship Committee,
where he currently serves as
chairperson.

Each spring, students are notifed
that these select scholarships are
available and are invited to apply. The
Committee, composed of nine members,
reviews all of the applications and
selects fnalists to interview. Hearing the
stories that the applicants share makes
a powerful impact, says Reilly, who has
been on the Committee for the past
three years.
“Many stories are of students who
have said that if they aren’t awarded a
scholarship, then they’ll be forced to
transfer or drop out. Those, to me, are the
ones that really stand out,” he notes.
“In a lot of those cases, it’s the stress
level. A student may be working three

or four jobs to aford school. Maybe they
are just making ends meet, but they
can’t focus on their school work or even
socialize—the things that you’d hope a
student could do while in college. For a
lot of recipients, a scholarship releases
that pressure valve.”
Reilly says giving back in this way
is a priority for him. “You can be very
involved, and it only takes 10 or 20 hours
a year to do it. It really isn’t a heavy lift,
and it makes a huge diference in the
lives of these students.”
If you’d like to make a donation to the
Alumni Council Scholarship Fund, visit
stonehill.edu/alumnicouncilscholarship
or call 508-565-1341.

This Committee is responsible for
reviewing student applications and
selecting the recipients of several
scholarships, most of which go to
a rising senior. “The opportunity to
help current students have the types
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

“The opportunity to help
current students have
the types of experiences that
I had was really important
to me.“—Brian Reilly ’11
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

of experiences that I had was really
important to me,” says Reilly. “I was
fortunate that while I was at Stonehill
I had an honors scholarship, and that
was the primary thing that allowed me
to be there, so I understand the value
of a scholarship.”
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Class of 2020 CELEBRATES
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
WITH THEIR senior year activities disrupted due to the
pandemic, members of the Class of 2020 returned to
Stonehill in late July to reunite and celebrate. About
300 alums gathered on the quad to catch up and enjoy
food trucks and lawn games. “This event felt like a ‘return
home’ for many of us because we were able to share
campus with our friends, classmates and the Stonehill
community,” said Andrew Tammaro ’20, who was part of
the event planning committee. “Given the circumstances
of our class’s departure from the College, the feeling
of reunion on campus—on a perfect summer day—was
especially energizing and celebratory.”

5

6

2020 Together Again
1 Nicolas Cannavo Berrazueta,
Kiara Jones, Kyle Novakoski and
Brian Purisky

2 Daniel Pereira and Trevor Tubbs
3 Airika Laguerre, John Fleming,
Sage Latour and Hannah Gross

4 Claire Hurtado and Sinead
O’Brien

5 Kathryn Packard, Wyatt

8

7

9

10

Dominguez, Devin Kiley and
Allison Cannon

6 Kyle Meeken, President John
Denning, C.S.C. and Michael
Lewis

7 Jeremiah Peñaforida and Peter
Mercedes

8 John Viselli, Michael Herlihy,
Daniel Curran and Steven
Wickstrom

9 Sarah Hunter, Jenna O’Malley,
Alison Cashin, Julia Carolan,
Drew Nelson and Elizabeth Riley

10 Alumni signed the Class of 2020
banner.
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“I want every young woman
who comes through to feel
they left their mark, built
something special and grew
as a person...”—Coach Tara Watchorn
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Meet Olympic
Gold Medalist Tara
Watchorn
•••••••••••••••
Head Coach of the Inaugural
Women’s Ice Hockey Team
WHEN TARA WATCHORN was 4 years

old, she just wanted to do what
her big brother Tyler was doing.
And Tyler was playing hockey.
She begged her parents to
play. Watchorn, who grew up
in Newcastle, Ontario, recalls her
father saying, “I’m not going
to wake you, but if you’re up for
6 a.m. practice, you can come
with us.” In the pre-dawn, the
preschooler was sitting on her
hockey bag by the front door.
30
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After graduating in 2012, Watchorn
played defense for Team Alberta in the
Canadian Women’s Hockey League. In
2014, she achieved a lifelong dream:
an Olympic gold medal as a member of
Team Canada in Sochi.
She played pro hockey with the
Boston Blades before turning to
coaching. After four years as an assistant
women’s hockey coach at her alma
mater, Watchorn has become a Skyhawk.
As Stonehill launches its inaugural
program, Watchorn is the frst women’s
ice hockey coach. She started in May; the
frst players will take the ice for the 20222023 academic year.
We caught up with Coach Watchorn
to talk hockey, Sochi gold and her
Skyhawk ambitions.
Q: What made you fall in love
with hockey?
A: I think it’s understanding the
game—to make that frst pass, to have
that poise on the back end to get the
play started. I was 12 during the 2002
Salt Lake Olympics. That’s the frst time I
saw women’s hockey at the Olympics [it
had become an Olympic sport in 1998].
That’s when my dream solidifed.
Q: You played at BU.
A: Ironically, it’s similar to what I’m
doing now: BU was only four years

into their program when I decided to
go there. I saw it had potential. When I
graduated, I thought, “Do I start my life,
or do I try to make this Olympic dream
happen?” I went all in. I moved to Calgary
to train in hopes of making the team. It
was grueling training, but one of the
most amazing years of my life. By the
Christmas before Sochi, I was named to
the Olympic team.
Q: How did it feel to win gold?
A: A relief. After the initial excitement
of making the team, my frst thought
was: “Oh no. Now we have to win.”
Canada had won the last three Olympics
at that point—it’s an expectation in our
country—and you feel that weight. It
was pure relief and joy.
Q: How did you arrive at Stonehill?
A: The thing that kept drawing me
was the ability to build a program from
scratch. When I came to Stonehill and
met the people, the deal was sealed. The
community feel, in a lot of ways, was like
coming home. I want to build of the
amazing culture the College already has.
Q: What’s your vision?
A: I truly believe I made the Olympic
team because I wanted the best for
everyone. I felt I was a part of something
bigger than myself. That’s the team
culture I want to create.
Q: What’s your goal?
A: I want every young woman who
comes through to feel they left their
mark, built something special and
grew as a person on and of the ice. I’m
always going to want to win, but if you
put that together with culture, the wins
will come. You only get a handful of
unforgettable experiences with teams
in your life, and the ones that you do get
leave a mark.
Q: You’re the frst women’s hockey
coach at Stonehill.
A: It’s an amazing time to be a
woman, especially in a feld like this.
It’s time to have more women head
coaches who have gone through what
their players are going through. I’m
honored to be a part of this school, this
community and to start this team.
—Lauren Daley ’05

1964

Rev. David Farrell, C.S.C., was
featured on the program “Perfectly
Human” on WOPG 89.9 FM
radio, where he talked about his
experience of becoming a priest,
attending Stonehill, and his life
and pastoral work, including his
longtime service in Chimbote
and Lima, Peru, as well as in Chile
against the dictatorship of Augusto
Pinochet and in El Salvador during
its civil war. v Joseph Healey was
honored by Immaculata University
in East Whiteland Township, Pa., by
being named professor emeritus.
He has taught philosophy there
since 1978.

1969

Jack Belcher was named one of the
Top 25 Doers, Dreamers & Drivers
for 2021 by Government Technology
magazine, which recognizes
government leaders for their work
in making a diference in their
communities through technology.
Belcher is the chief information
ofcer and the director of the
department of technology services
for Arlington County, Virginia.

1970

DAN Z. JOHNSON

Soon after, she joined the local boys’
league. By 17, Watchorn had won silver
as a member of the Canadian team
at the 2008 International Ice Hockey
Federation Under-18 Women’s World
Championship.
In college, she became a defensive
phenom for Boston University’s women’s
ice hockey program. As a junior, she
made the Canadian national team.

Terence Murphy was appointed the
acting mayor of Holyoke until the
November 2021 mayoral election.
Murphy, who retired from Holyoke
Community College in 2013 and
served as a Holyoke alderman from
1976-80 and 1982-84, remained
in his position as Ward 2 councilor
while serving as mayor.

Expressing Grief
JOSEPH PRIMO ’03 [top] spent his college
days as an archaeology major, excavating
local sites such as Stonehill’s Daily
Homestead and distant ruins such as the
Mayan temples in Belize. The digs taught
him about communities: how they function
and how their people fnd meaning in
times of joy and sorrow. Primo went on to

1975

Jefrey McClusky, president
of Jef McClusky & Associates
(JMA), celebrated his 40th year in
business. JMA is a comprehensive
entertainment promotion and artist
exposure company.

1979

Leslie Campbell was appointed
to the Texas Podiatric Medical
Examiners advisory board. A
podiatrist at Presbyterian Hospital
of Allen, Campbell is a member of
the Dallas County Podiatric Medical
Society, the Texas Podiatric Medical
Association, and the board of

trustees for the American Podiatric
Medical Association.

1981

Jon Cavicchi, a professor for the
past 35 years at the University of
New Hampshire Franklin School
of Law, published a book entitled

pursue a master of divinity degree in endof-life care at Yale.
It was there that his interest in
communities and spirituality evolved into
a focus on grief. “Humans are spiritual
beings who seek meaning from life,” he
says. “But we lack a shared language to fnd
meaning in grief. We often neglect grief
or address it only through clichés. When
people are given a community and caring
environments to express their grief, they
can fnd individual meaning.”
Primo is the CEO of Good Grief, a New
Jersey-based nonproft organization that
ofers free support to children and young
adults who have lost parents or siblings.
Fittingly, the roots of Good Grief can be
traced back to another Stonehill alum.
The organization, which now includes
extensive peer support programs, was the
vision of William Hector ’76 [bottom].
After working in several diferent Fortune
100 companies for 30 years, Hector found
himself searching for a new path and a way
to give back to his community.
Hector and fve of his friends discovered
a need for support for grieving children
in Morristown, N.J. “We were energized
about the idea of starting a nonproft to
address this need, even though we knew
it would be an uphill climb,” says Hector.
“We started in a church basement with a
fip chart and lots of cofee. We are now
nationally recognized by several states as a
best practice for grief support, and we are
expanding our services in the Northeast.”
While the nature of the work seems
dark, Primo says, “Most people would
rather not think of young parents or
children dying. But our job is to support
our community and assure people that
grief is good. It serves a purpose.”

Trade Secrets Research. v Elizabeth
(Hagerty) Russell was promoted
to director of operations at Saint
Elizabeth Community, a nonproft
that provides a full spectrum of
quality care to older adults and
people with physical disabilities in
Rhode Island. She previously served

as administrator of Saint Elizabeth
Manor for the past 30 years.
40TH REUNION SPRING 2022

1982

Richard Benoit completed a
nine-month deployment to Kuwait
and Afghanistan as an operations
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ofcer with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) in support of
Operation Freedom Sentinel and
Operation Inherent Resolve. This
was Benoit’s third and fnal wartime
deployment. He was stationed at
Bagram, Afghanistan, in 2016 and
Mosul, Iraq, in 2017 with USACE. v
Claire (McLaughlin) Cronin was
nominated by President Joe Biden
to be the next U.S. ambassador to
Ireland. Cronin is the second-ranking
Democrat in the Massachusetts
House of Representatives,
representing Brockton and Easton as
part of the 11th Plymouth District.
v Elizabeth (Dolan) Durkee was
named the frst climate change
planner for the Martha’s Vineyard
Commission, a regional planning
agency for Dukes County.

1991

Frank DiCesare II launched a
website to promote his short
documentary flm, Blacksmith. The
flm won the Special Jury Remi Award
at the 51st Worldfest—Houston
International Film Festival. v Claudia
(Vidal) Gallagher joined the
Manthala George, Jr. Global Studies
School in Brockton as an adjustment
counselor. v Jennifer O’Neill was
named director of the Mamaroneck
Public Library in New York.
30TH REUNION SPRING 2022

1992

Daniel Farley, executive vice
president at State Street Global
Advisors and chief investment
ofcer of the Investment Solutions

Group, was elected to the board
of trustees at Bentley College.
Farley earned his M.B.A. from
Bentley. v Kathryn (Burns) Retzel
was named principal at Muddy
Brook Regional Elementary School,
in Great Barrington. Previously,
she served as principal at Lee
Elementary School, in Lee, for
11 years.

1993

Kristyn Pistone joined the
Northern Essex Community
College Foundation Board. A
board-certifed podiatric surgeon,
she is also a member of the
American Academy of Podiatric
Practice Management and a staf
physician at Holy Family Hospital,
in Methuen.

1995

Michael Coutu was named a CFO
of the Year by the Boston Business
Journal. Coutu has served as CFO
for Catania Oils for 11 years. v
Joseph Scibilia was appointed vice
president of commercial market
sales for public sector and labor
markets at CareFirst BlueCross
BlueShield, the largest nonproft
healthcare company in the midAtlantic region. Scibilia has nearly
30 years of labor experience, serving
most recently as the national vice
president of labor and trust at
Anthem.

1998

Beth Devonshire has been named
the interim Title IX coordinator at

1983

Stephen O’Brien was promoted
to sergeant and assigned to the
West Roxbury area as a member
of the Boston Police Department.
During his 35-year career with the
department, he served 11 years as
a police ofcer in the South End/
Fenway area of the city and 23
years as a detective in the Roxbury/
Mattapan area. v Joseph Barbuto
has joined Delmonte/Mann’s
Packing in Salinas, Calif., covering
food service sales for the Eastern U.S.
and Canada.

1985

Rev. Robert Campbell, O. Praem
was installed as prior of the
Santa Maria de la Vid Abbey in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

1988

Thomas Dahlborg, author of
From Heart to Head & Back Again...
A Journey through the Healthcare
System, was named a 2021
Association of University Programs
in Health Administration (AUPHA)
Bugbee-Falk Book Award-winner.
AUPHA is a global network of
colleges, universities, faculty,
individuals and organizations
dedicated to the improvement
of health and healthcare delivery
through excellence in healthcare
management and policy education.
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Serving Those
Who Serve

WHEN U.S. MILITARY troops and their
families are stationed abroad, small
comforts are a big deal. The Army & Air
Force Exchange Service (also known as
AAFES or “The Exchange”) operates retail
facilities such as department stores,
restaurants and theaters around the
world in order to provide high-quality,
tax-free goods and services to military
communities.

For the past four years, COL. SCOTT
MCFARLAND ’95 has served as regional
commander for the AAFES in Europe,
Africa and Southwest Asia. He is especially
proud to live out the two mottos of The
Exchange: “There Is No Greater Honor
Than Serving Those Who Serve” and “We
Go Where You Go.”
Although McFarland’s military career
spans 26 years and numerous positions,
he considers his most recent position
as AAFES Commander to be a highlight.
“This service is vital to the morale of our
troops and families who live abroad. It’s a
reminder of home,” he says.
His sphere included 1,000 facilities
that support 500,000 customers in 27
countries. The facility locations change
according to the needs of U.S. military
missions.
The various demands of the military
have allowed McFarland and his family to
live and travel across the globe. After 14
moves in 26 years, the family has decided
to put down roots on Cape Cod. “I am
excited to start my next career near my
family,” says McFarland, who retired from
the military in November. “Serving the
Army and our nation was an honor, but
now my family and I are ready to become
part of a new community.”

the University of Southern Indiana
in Evansville, Ind. She has worked as
a Title IX and Clery Act consultant
for D. Staford & Associates since
2012. v Christopher Letourneau
has joined The Village Bank as its
assistant treasurer/marketing ofcer.
He previously worked as a sports
editor for the Boston Herald and has
done marketing work for Laudio.

1999

David Pabst, solutions director
at digital strategy and technology
company Alithya, published a
book entitled The Nine Principles of
Agile Planning. The book teaches
fnance teams how to create agile
and dynamic forecasting in their
organizations.

2000

David Erwin, chief advancement
ofcer at Central Catholic High
School, in Lawrence, was named
advisor of the year by the Council
for Advancement and Support
of Education’s Afliated Student
Advancement Programs District
One. Erwin is the founder of Central
Catholic’s Student Advancement
Ambassadors (SAA) program and
credits his involvement in Stonehill’s
SAA program as his inspiration.
v William O’Donnell III was
ordained a transitional deacon
by Bishop Edgar M. da Cunha at a
Mass in St. Mary’s Cathedral in Fall
River. He is currently studying for
the priesthood. v Erin (Delaney)
Rosenlund was promoted to partner
at accounting frm S&G, in Worcester.
She joined the company in 2011.

Applied Science
DEVON POETA ’10 is a scientist, an
entrepreneur and a lifelong equestrian.
By day, she works as a senior research
associate in the Burwell Lab at Brown
University. And by night, she is the sole
proprietor of Equilibria Wellness and
Performance, where she combines her
love of science and her love of horses.
As an undergraduate in Professor
John McCoy’s Brain and Behavior class,
Poeta developed a fascination with the
inner workings of the human brain. “I was
amazed to learn how external information
was processed and translated into actions,
and how the plasticity of the brain allows
it to adapt in adverse conditions such as
neurodegenerative disorders,” she says.

Through the SURE (Stonehill
Undergraduate Research Experience)
program, Poeta worked with Professor
McCoy in a neuroscience lab at the
Brockton VA Hospital, studying the efects
of sleep deprivation on working memory
and spatial navigation.
“It was a fantastic hands-on
experience that cemented my interest in
neuroscience,” she recalls. “I have no doubt
that it helped me secure my job at Brown.”
In the Burwell Lab, Poeta, who also
earned a master’s degree in biotechnology
from Brown, and her team utilize a
cutting-edge technique called DREADDs
(Designer Receptors Exclusively Activated
by Designer Drugs) to study the medial
temporal lobe of the brain and the role
that it plays in memory and attention.
They hope to one day use the technique
as a means to treat chronic pain, memory
loss and cognitive impairments.
Recently, the former Stonehill
equestrian decided to apply her science
acumen to a new venture. As the owner
of Equilibria, Poeta utilizes evidencebased therapies to treat horses, pets and
humans. Her signature ofering is Pulsed
Electro-Magnetic Field therapy, which uses
magnetic energy to repair damaged cells
and allows the body to better heal itself.
“There was defnitely a learning curve
in starting a business, and I had to step out
of my comfort zone with no guarantee of
success,” she says. “It was nerve-wracking
at times but defnitely worth it because I
feel like I have fnally found my niche.”

2001

Cara Cesario joined Nutrition21 as
its vice president of manufacturing
and product development.
Nutrition21, based in Harrison,
N.Y., is a developer and supplier of
novel and clinically substantiated
branded ingredients for the sports
nutrition, dietary supplement and
functional food and beverage
industries. Cesario previously served
as chief scientifc ofcer at Sweet
Defeat, developing products that
reduce sugar cravings. v Jennifer
(Macfarland) Slader was promoted
to associate director of student
conduct at the State University of

New York at New Paltz. Previously,
she served as the associate director
of residence life for the school,
where she has worked for the past
20 years.
20TH REUNION SPRING 2022

2002

Melissa (McCormick) Greener
was named the frst female
commander for the Randolph
Police Department. This is her third
time making department history;
she was previously named its frst

female sergeant and frst female
lieutenant. She began working for
the department after graduating
from the Weymouth Police Academy
in 2005. v John Ventura was named
the police chief for the town of
Wallingford in Connecticut. He has
worked for the department since
2006. In 2019, he was promoted to
the role of deputy chief after being
named a lieutenant in 2015.

2003

Darren Fruzzetti, in his frst year
as head football coach at Plymouth

South High School, led the team to
its second straight Patriot League
Division championship. Fruzzetti
teaches math at the high school.

2005

Joshua Cordeira, a professor
at Western Connecticut State
University, was recognized by the
Connecticut State Colleges and
Universities Board of Regents as a
recipient of one of its 2021 teaching
and research awards. A member of
the biology faculty, Cordeira has
researched various aspects of the
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biological mechanisms in the brain
that regulate behavior.
Stacey (Beavers) Forrest was
named the frst chief operating
ofcer for Thrive Support, a
human services nonproft based in
Marlborough. She previously spent
15 years with the Needham human
services agency JRI. v Nathan
Warecki, attorney for the frm
Nixon Peabody, was named a New
Hampshire Union Leader 40 Under
Forty Award recipient.

2006

Lindsey (deBronkart) L’Ecuyer
received the 2021 Ron Mardigian
Biotechnology Teaching Award
from the National Association of
Biology Teachers. A biology teacher
for the past 13 years, she teaches at
Andover High School.

the U.S. Military Health Professions
Scholarship Program. v Thomas
McKenney was named president
of the Nativity School, a Jesuit
middle school in Worcester.
Previously, he served as the
executive director at Holy Cross
Family Ministries Foundation
in Easton.

2013

Eric Georgio was named the
2021 district teacher of the year
in Cumberland, R.I. He has been
a math and science teacher
in the district since 2011. v
Jennifer (Mazzola) Hogan was

named literacy and humanities
coordinator and coach for grades
kindergarten through six for the
Pentucket Regional School District.
v Rex Macapinlac was promoted
to assistant vice president of
marketing at Bay State Savings
Bank, in Worcester. He began
working for the bank in 2017 and
received the employee of the year
award in 2018.

2014

Andrew Miller joined CCS
Fundraising as a nonproft
consultant. CCS is a strategic
fundraising consulting frm

2008

Danielle (Mason) Ricci was named
interim principal at Amesbury High
School for the 2021-22 school year
after serving as assistant principal
of students and curriculum at the
high school. She started teaching
English at the school in 2011.

2009

David Schermerhorn was named
general manager of the Vermont
Lake Monsters of the Futures
Collegiate Baseball League, in
Burlington, Vt. Previously, he served
as the general manager of the
Norwich Sea Unicorns.

2010

Cristina (Schultz) Costa has
joined Aki Technologies, a digital
advertising frm, in New York, N.Y.,
as its director of sales. v Peter
Roundy was named the head men’s
hockey coach at Curry College, in
Milton, after serving as an assistant
coach at Becker College, Trinity
College and Holy Cross.

2011

Geofrey Fisher is a captain in the
U.S. Army and an Army physician
assigned to the U.S. Army’s 10th
Mountain Division in Fort Drum,
N.Y. He graduated from the
University of New England College
of Osteopathic Medicine (UNECOM)
in 2017. He attended UNECOM on
34
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Working
Perspective

ELYSSA FELICIANO ’12 knows how to
place the right people in the right job.
An experienced recruiter, she works as
a talent acquisitions manager for Ceres,
Inc., a global nonproft sustainability
organization. Feliciano also knows what it
takes to be happy in a job.
“Career happiness is about overcoming
fear and limiting beliefs,” she says. “Really
allowing yourself to brainstorm and think
about how you want to spend your time—
if money, time and certifcations weren’t
a thing, what would you be doing? And
then looking at the bigger picture, taking

that plans and implements
fundraising initiatives to enhance
the efectiveness of nonprofts.
v Michael Ritz was promoted
to vice president of investments
for Peachtree Hotel Group based
in Atlanta, Ga. Previously, he
was the assistant vice president
of investments. v Asia (Ewing)
Watson was named director of
development at Boston-based
The Possible Project, which strives
to advance economic equity by
ensuring young adults develop
the entrepreneurial spirit, skills,
and networks to launch successful
careers.

a more holistic view of work and what that
actually means.”
After completing a fve-month training
course, Feliciano became a certifed career
happiness coach. While there are many
types of executive and career coaching
programs, this specifc feld focuses on
helping people move past their comfort
zones and broaden their perspective on
what they can consider as a career.
“The idea is to help people overcome
the hesitancy that often surrounds job
searching and to show them what career
choices are attainable,” says Feliciano.
As a result of the pandemic, as well as
an increase in millennials in the workforce,
Feliciano says there has been a collective
shift happening in the workplace.
“Generational diferences and also
technological advancements are changing
how we work and how we live,” she says.
“The value placed on work-life balance is
diferent than in past generations. We are
seeing a shift from the 9-to-5 corporate
structure, moving into a new age of work.”
A tip that Feliciano, who presents on
career happiness at Ceres and recently
hosted a virtual program with Stonehill
alumni, often shares: Research and explore
your options.
“Find the people who are doing the
work that you are interested in and talk to
them,” Feliciano advises. “You don’t know
what you don’t know, so it is important to
expand your knowledge.”

2015

Kayleigh (McDonnell) Davenport
took part in the Mongol Derby. The
10-day trek through the Mongolian
Steppe is widely regarded as
the longest and toughest horse
endurance race in the world. v
Kathleen Jastrzebski joined
West Hartford Public Schools as a
second-grade teacher.

2016

Samuel Frykenberg published
his novel, entitled Paradise. With
underlying themes of exploration,
growth, self-sacrifce, redemption,
healing and creation, this book
tells the story of six children who
awaken in the newly formed world.
5TH REUNION SPRING 2022

2017

Stephanie Latzanakis is an awardwinning designer for Willwork, a
full-service general contractor, in
its Massachusetts ofce. She joined
the company’s social media team.
v Kimberly Purisky was promoted
to senior accountant at Burzenski &
Co., in East Haven, Conn.

2018

Cassidy Ballard was named
scheduler in the ofce of
management for the U.S.
Department of Energy. Previously,
she worked as an organizer on
Senator Elizabeth Warren’s 2018
reelection campaign and her
presidential primary campaign
in New Hampshire and Maine.
v Danny Hafel joined brand
consulting frm Team Creatif as a
junior designer in Paris, France. v
Elizabeth Stasiak was named an
associate client services counsel for
the Medicare Rights Center in New
York, N.Y., after graduating from
New York Law School.

2019

Laurie Becker earned a master’s
degree in criminal justice from
Roger Williams University, in
Bristol, R.I., and had her thesis
examining police perceptions of
police-involved overdose outreach
programs published in the Journal
of Drug Issues. v Jennifer Lepine
appeared as a contestant on the

game show, The Price is Right, this
past spring. She works remotely as
a digital marketing specialist for
W.B. Mason and recently moved to
California to pursue acting.

2020

Victoria Rapela was named a
fermentation research associate
for Conagen, a biosynthesis and
biomanufacturing company in
Bedford. v Cameron Wright joined
Osby IK of the HockeyTvaan League,
in Sweden.

REUNION IS BACK!

Coming your way
in June 2022

2021

Julia Butler is an ABA (applied
behavior analysis) teacher at
Hopeful Journeys in Beverly.
Hopeful Journeys provides
individualized education to children
with autism spectrum disorders and
other developmental disabilities.
v Aaron Jones is a full-stack web
and mobile developer at Envative, a
software development company.

Visit stonehill.edu/reunion for updates.
We hope to see you there!

Yo u r O p p o r t u n i t y

TO B E B O L D
By making your gift to the Stonehill College Fund today,
you support our campaign, and you empower our students
to pursue lives of leadership and service.
Be STONEHILL BOLD and invest in our future.

MAKE YOUR GIFT TODAY:

stonehill.edu/giving

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR CAMPAIGN:

tobebold.stonehill.edu

Jl
BOLD ·7r· STONEHILL
to be

THE CAMPAIGN FOR
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1111111111 Weddings
1

2

3

Weddings Pictured
1. Abigail Soraci ’16 and Devin
Sadakierski ’16, 5/8/21
2. Andrew Wood ’04 and Liz
McBride, 9/20/20
3. Jessica Albano ’15 and
Brandon Weiss ’15, 5/29/21
4. Nicole Miller ’16 and Thomas
DePoalo ’16, 6/18/21
5. Katherine Abruzzese ’10
and Karl Kuykendall, 9/6/20

6

6. Christine Zambernardi ’16
and Daniel Miner ’16, 7/10/21
7. Brianna Kastukevich ’10
and Thomas Robert ’10, 5/28/21
8. Erin Leo ’15 and David
Gorey ’16, 8/6/21

Weddings

4

Joseph Barbuto ’85 to Denise
Gannaway, 8/1/20
Kimberly Allen ’12 to David
Scotland, 8/23/20

5

Sabrina Gray ’16 to Patrick
Gilbert, 6/19/20

7
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Babies

111111111

Obituaries
1

2

Richard Bergeron ’53 of Brockton
died July 6. He is survived by
his wife, Julieta, four sons, eight
grandchildren, one great-grandson
and cousin Michael Bergeron ’65.

3

Babies
1. Jennifer (Keaveney) ’99
and Mario ’99 Trafcante,
Rumson, N.J., daughter, Julia
Grace, 6/10/20

Richard Gallery ’55 of Quincy
died July 21. He is survived by fve
children, including son Robert ’93,
seven grandchildren, a brother and
niece Kayla Everett ’23.

2. Bianca Marchetti ’03,
Saugus, son, Leonardo
Antonio, 5/10/21

Ann (Gibbons) Halstead ’55
of Danville, Vt., died March 19.
She is survived by 10 children,
17 grandchildren, four greatgrandchildren, two siblings and
cousin William Boyle ’63.

3. Jennifer (Collins) ’08
and Francis ’08 Cavaliere,
Stratham, N.H., daughter,
Sloane Camille, 5/22/21
4. Katherine (Abruzzese)
’10 and Karl Kuykendall,
Groton, daughter, Liliana
Julia, 4/28/21
5. Bailey (Karr) ’11 and
Joseph Burke, West
Roxbury, son, James Joseph,
11/29/20

4

5

Daniel Mullen ’56 of West Barnstable
died May 11. He is survived by his
wife, Janet, three children and eight
grandchildren.

6

Kenneth Ford ’57 of Dedham died
August 18, 2020. He is survived by his
wife, Patricia, four children and seven
grandchildren.

6. Pamela (BadylakReals) ’12 and Kevin ’12
McSweeney, Concord, N.H.,
daughter, Rosalia BadylakReals, 6/20/20

William Grifth ’57 of Sarasota, Fla.,
died June 27. He is survived by four
children, 13 grandchildren and three
sisters.

7. Sarah (Sherman) ’14 and
Matthew ’14 Murmello,
Raynham, daughter, Ava
Rose, 4/19/21

Mary (Ridge) Swidey ’59 of
Somerset died March 25. She is
survived by fve children, including
daughter MaryAnn (Swidey) Jackson
’87, 11 grandchildren and one greatgrandson.

8. Rebecca-Marie (Lessard)
’15 and Austin ’15
Alfredson, Sanford, Maine,
daughter, Vivian Jeanne,
8/4/21

7

8

Wait, There’s More to See!
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE MORE photos of your

classmates getting married or of their
little bundles of joy? Visit SAM online at
stonehill.edu/sam.

Submitting a wedding or baby photo?
Here’s how: Visit stonehill.edu/alumni/keep-intouch and complete the form and photo upload.
For your photo to be considered for
publication, upload digital photos in .jpeg
format, at least 2 MB in size. The person
submitting the photo must be part of the
wedded couple or parent of the baby and a
Stonehill graduate. Because of space limitations,
not all photos submitted will be included in
the print version of the magazine, but those
meeting the specifed requirements may be
included in SAM online.
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Thomas Long ’60 of Plymouth died
May 25. He is survived by six children,
15 grandchildren, four greatgrandchildren and two sisters.
Edward Stevens ’60 of Lakeside
Marblehead, Ohio, died June 21. He is
survived by his longtime companion,
Anne, and two siblings.
Richard Boucher ’61 of East
Bridgewater died July 19. He
is survived by two sons, four
grandchildren, two greatgrandchildren and three siblings.
Lawrence Donnelly Jr. ’61 of Milton
died April 15. He is survived by two
sons, three grandchildren and three
siblings.

Brian Walsh ’62 of West Yarmouth
died May 29. He is survived by four
nephews and one niece.
Theodore Pina ’63 of Jacksonville,
Fla., died March 11. He is survived by
two children, seven grandchildren
and two siblings.
Jere Buttimer ’64 of O’Fallon, Ill.,
died May 16. He is survived by his
wife, Nancy, two children and four
grandchildren.
David Eustis ’64 of Plymouth
died July 18. He is survived by his
wife, Susan, two children and fve
grandchildren.
Jane Galvin ’65 of Weymouth died
July 21. She is survived by a brother.
Mary (Yorkoski) O’Connell ’65 of
Brockton died July 20. She is survived
by her daughter, a brother and a
grandson.
Kevin Sullivan ’65 of Mansfeld
died June 29. He is survived by his
wife, Suzette, three children, six
grandchildren and one sister.
Rev. Robert Baker, C.S.C. ’66 of
Lima, Peru, died January 11. He
is survived by two sisters and his
brothers in the Congregation of Holy
Cross.
Carmine Casciano ’66 of Plymouth
died May 17. He is survived by his
wife, Nancy, four children and 14
grandchildren.
Elaine (Murphy) Higgins ’66 of
Norwell died July 5. She is survived by
her three children, two grandchildren
and a sister.
Charles Horan ’66 of Charleston,
S.C., died April 1. He is survived by
his three siblings and 10 nieces and
nephews.
Laurence Keating Jr. ’66 of
Southport, N.C., died May 25. He is
survived by his wife, Jaime, three
children and two grandsons.
Gerard Shea ’66 of Hudson, Fla.,
died May 26. He is survived by his
wife, Edna, two daughters, three
grandchildren and two siblings.
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1111111111 Obituaries
Marianne (Daly) Morelli ’67 of Oak
Blufs died June 18. She is survived
by her husband, Gerard ’67, fve
children, seven grandchildren and
two sisters.
Joseph Murray ’67 of Bridgewater
died July 27. He is survived by three
children, four grandchildren and two
siblings.
Michael Fortuna ’68 of Scituate
died May 2. He is survived by his
wife, Kathleen, fve children, six
grandchildren and two sisters.
Timothy Brown ’69 of Newport,
R.I., died July 5. He is survived by his
wife, Karen, three children, including
Timothy ’02, fve grandchildren,
two sisters and daughter-in-law
Maryellen Atkins ’03.
Thomas Burgess ’70 of The Villages,
Fla., died June 16. He is survived
by his wife, Judy, three children, two
grandchildren and three siblings,
including brother David ’72.

Mary Margaret Quinn ’71 of New
Bedford died May 8. She is survived
by two siblings and several cousins.
Stanley Rutowicz ’71 of Orange,
Conn., died April 7. He is survived
by several cousins.
Stephen Clancy ’72 of Sea Clif, N.Y.,
died May 19. He is survived by his
wife, Sally Ann, four children and
seven grandchildren.
David DeCoste ’72 of Carver died
March 29. He is survived by two
sons.
Robert Melchin ’73 of Canton
died May 27. He is survived by two
siblings and a niece.
Alice (Ryan) Korzeniowski ’75
of Hingham died June 30. She is
survived by seven children.
Diane Wood ’78 of Stoughton
died May 29. She is survived by
four siblings.

Mary (Maurer) Osterberg ’79 of
Portland, Ore., died June 16. She is
survived by her husband, Peter, and
many nieces and nephews.

Nathaniel O’Brien ’02 of Attleboro
died June 6. He is survived by his
wife, Laura, four sons and four
siblings.

Jefrey Cornell ’80 of
Middleborough died June 1. He is
survived by his wife, Sherril, fve
children, seven grandchildren, two
great-grandchildren and a sister.

Timothy DeMarco ’07 of Pittsfeld
died July 7. He is survived by his
wife, Vanessa, his parents, his
grandmother, four siblings and
several aunts and uncles, including
Mary (Costigan) Wrenn ’85 and
Patricia (Costigan) Wilmot ’90.

Ellen Dow ’80 of Arlington died
March 14. She is survived by her
husband, Clark, two children and
three siblings.
Maureen (Nagle) Davin ’81 of
Morrisville, Vt., died April 13. She is
survived by her husband, Michael
’81, two daughters, her mother and
one brother.
Mary Nathan ’81 of Easton died
May 3. She is survived by many close
friends.
Margaret (St. George) Geanakakis
’82 of Stoughton died February
7. She is survived by her husband,
David, and two siblings.
David Lemieux ’83 of Mansfeld
died June 1. He is survived by two
sisters, a brother and several nieces
and nephews.
Carole Ross ’84 of Weymouth died
July 26. She is survived by her son,
two grandchildren and four siblings.
Deborah (Pettinato) Luoma ’86
of Weymouth died April 17. She is
survived by her husband, Eric, three
children, 13 grandchildren, one
great-grandchild and three siblings.
Michael Brown ’87 of Warwick, R.I.,
died July 28. He is survived by
a daughter, his parents, two siblings
and two stepbrothers.
Eunice Cormier-Clark ’90 of
Waxhaw, N.C., died July 30. She is
survived by her husband, Warren,
and four siblings.
Angela (DeVasto) Kane ’94
of Bellingham died April 19. She
is survived by her husband, Steven,
two daughters, her mother,
her father, Daniel DeVasto ’70,
and one sister.
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College Obituaries
George Tyrrell ’68, who died in
May, spent nearly 50 years quietly,
efectively providing technological
services to students and faculty.
Known for his gentle spirit and
willingness to help others, he is
survived by his wife, Professor
Emerita of Biology Maura (Geens)
Tyrrell ’64, and their children
Julianne ’01, Mark ’02 and Sarah.
Kenneth LeGrice, head softball
coach, died in May. For 17
years, LeGrice, a Brockton Police
Department lieutenant, served
our student-athletes as a teacher,
mentor and friend. He guided the
Skyhawks to a record 197 wins
and six Northeast-10 Conference
Tournament appearances. He
is survived by his wife, Angela,
fve children and many Stonehill
friends.
Nancy Cavanagh died in May.
After her husband, director of
Buildings and Grounds Richard
Cavanagh, died in 2001, she helped
establish the Stonehill Retirees
Association, which today has 300
members. She also created the
Cavanagh Family Scholarship
in Richard’s name. To date, it has
assisted 15 students.
John Leahy, retired associate
director of athletics, died in
June. He also served as director
of Recreational Sports. The frst
director of the Sally Blair Ames
Sports Complex, he played a key
role in its renovation in 2015.
He is survived by his wife, Shelley,
former associate director of
Academic Services, and son J.J. ’14.

1111111111 Rhododendron Drive

my brother, Bob, and me, my parents
purchased what became Art’s Variety
Store in 1957. It was a 365-days-a-year, allconsuming family afair, a family that grew
with the surprising addition of a baby,
Tyler Michael.

The GIFT
of Education
•••••••••••••••••

BY LINDA COMMITO ’72 v Neither of my parents

fnished high school. My maternal grandmother,
the oldest of 21 children born in Canada, had to
quit school in third grade to help support her
family. She was smart and raised her own family
of six with great values in a small, predominantly
French, New England town. She asked each child to
leave school at 16 to help with fnances. My mom,
Theresa, loved school, but soon found herself
working at a fve-and-dime behind the counter.
Theresa met Arthur Commito, who became the
love of her life, and they married in 1949, after his
military service. Although his parents encouraged
him to get an education, Arthur’s dream was
to one day own his own business. While raising

While attending Marianhill Catholic High
School, at 16, I, too, was behind the counter after
school each day. Although I loved school and
my parents offered me an opportunity to go to
college, I didn’t think I was smart enough.
It was my high school principal, Father Paul,
who told me about Stonehill and put the idea in my head.
I went to visit Stonehill’s campus and loved the beautiful
grounds, the wonderful people and the educational
opportunity to consider another life.
Shortly after graduating high school, I met my frst
Stonehill roommate. She had her life’s plans laid out,
while I shared: “I’m not sure if I will make it through
the frst semester.” Life is surprising sometimes—she
left school by December to get married, and I became a
Stonehill graduate in 1972 with a bachelor's degree with
honors in English and elementary education.
I feel blessed. I was in the perfect place to open my
mind to a new vision and life for myself. My years at
Stonehill are embedded in my memory, flled with the
wonderful friendships, experiences and education that
laid a foundation for the amazing opportunities to
create—and then later recreate—careers, relationships
and interesting paths in life.
With Stonehill as a starting point, I became an
elementary education teacher in my hometown, lived in
London for a year, started a gift and home accessory
business in Colorado, created and facilitated a support
group for women business owners, wrote a book, Love
Is the New Currency, developed Kindness Starts with
Me, a program for Title One elementary students, and
most recently, created Just Ask 1 2 3, a series of question
cards to engage others in conversations.
Whenever I receive the Stonehill Alumni Magazine,
I am proud of all that the educators, graduates and
students of this inspiring college are doing to make a
positive difference in the world. And always, I am deeply
grateful for the education that I received at Stonehill
and am indebted to my parents, Arthur and Theresa, for
their immense love and support in making that possible.
Linda Commito ’72 lives in Sarasota, Fla., and is an author,
speaker, entrepreneur and educator whose work centers around
creating a kinder, more accepting world. With the College’s
Gift Planning Ofce, she is establishing a scholarship at Stonehill
in her parents’ name.
SHARE YOUR STORY. Submit your 500-word essay about your
Stonehill thoughts and memories to klawrence@stonehill.edu.
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The Giambanco family
cheers on Megan Giambanco ’22—the
ninth member of her family to attend
Stonehill—at the women’s soccer
game during Homecoming in October.
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